Meet the future of law today
Global, yet grounded

There are all kinds of family. Our family is spread across 75+ countries, and even though we are 1,750+ different and unique individuals, we are one very tight, global, Deloitte Legal family.

Meet one member of our family, and you are connected to a network of legal and business specialists with the global capabilities and local market grounding to meet our clients’ legal needs worldwide.

Link to the Deloitte Legal Storybook

We provide one relationship with endless connections.

Tim Baart
Deloitte University brings together lawyers from many countries on a learning journey that builds connections for life
#GreenDotUmbrella

Josep Verdaguer de Lorenzo
It’s about having unlimited opportunities to do meaningful work and to learn, grow, and lead at every point of your career
#GreenDotUmbrella

Alicia Espinosa
Creating an environment that encourages authenticity, gives us the opportunity to improve the quality of our work
#GreenDotUmbrella
Pioneering, yet pragmatic

Every day, Deloitte Legal’s people think and work in new ways—not just like lawyers, but also like business people. In today’s markets, it takes legal expertise, a commercial mindset, and a great team to respond to client challenges.

People make the difference here. People continuously grow their skills and draw on their abilities, networks, and personal passions. That’s how we build confidence and trust.

We are commercially-minded legal professionals.

Patricia Hierro: I decided to pursue new challenges and #Deloitte #Legal was the answer #GreenDotUmbrella

Johan Mikaelsson: I like to see things grow, and with #Deloitte being such a big organization, I have a lot of different opportunities #GreenDotUmbrella

Link to the Deloitte Legal Storybook
Transformative, yet traditional

Practicing law isn’t what it once was. Technology is transforming the legal world, changing what clients want from and how they work with their legal services providers.

Deloitte Legal is a network of smart, inspiring, and focused individuals who are not only interested in being the best lawyers, but also on the impact and innovation new technologies can bring. They are transformative thinkers working smarter to deliver the future of law, today.

Link to the Deloitte Legal Storybook

We are the future of legal services.

Tim Baart
We are international, focus on technology, and work as lawyers with experts in different businesses. That makes us different.
#GreenDotUmbrella
Collaborative, yet candid

The opportunity to work for a well-recognized, global organization, serving some of the world’s most well-known organizations is only one of the reasons smart, talented people join Deloitte Legal. Ask our lawyers why they are building their careers here, and they’ll tell you it’s the chance to make a contribution, grow the practice, and it’s a great place to work.

We work together to make an impact that matters.

Petr Suchy
I get to provide legal services to some of the world’s most respected organizations.
#GreenDotUmbrella

Klaus Gresbrand
Almost immediately, I had the chance to talk to clients and get feedback on the advice I’d given them.
#GreenDotUmbrella
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